And They Didn’t Roar... Scores of students sit silently listening to strikers tear apart America’s foreign policy.

WHAT STRIKE?
Richardson: MSC Never Had One

which way woman’s lib?
The liberated truth in Montclarion Magazine

Find College High Parents Still Hot Over ’73 ‘Phase Out’

They’re Retiring After Long Service to Campus
Colleges Prolong Nationwide Strike Till Term Ends

Special to the Montclarion

266 colleges and universities have decided to continue their strikes until the end of the academic term, and many others of the 450 schools that struck last week are considering extending their boycott on business as usual.

The strike has spread to high schools. 167 high schools are on strike with another 30 voting on strikes, and the Brandeis University strike information center reports that even schools that have left the picketing have voted and administration support for strikes continues to grow on campuses. At the University of Colorado, the faculty has voted unanimously to cancel the rest of the spring semester and to drop present courses. At the University of Hawaii, the administration has announced plans to support strikes until the end of the academic term, and many others of the 450 schools that struck last week are considering extending their boycott on business as usual.

Violence continues on some campuses. At Marquette and Virginia Polytechnic Institute there was scattered violence and fire bombings. At Colorado State University, the weekend burned of the old main building causes $500,000 worth of damage.

10,000 rallied in Berkeley where student body President Dan Siegal and Thomas Hayden of the "Chicago Eight" called for a national boycott. The university students broke from a peaceful demonstration late Monday night, marched toward downtown DeKalb and set down on U.S. alternate route 30 when they were met by a line of city police.

Between 300 and 400 graduated student strikers from the student union strike at the University of Pennsylvania commencement ceremonies Monday. The university graduated 3704 students. 150 students briefly took over a Seattle Seattle University building Monday, only hours after the school's president has promised a "no nonsense" rule for campus conduct.

The third firebombing in a week did about $6500 damage to an office at Bradley University in Peoria, Ill.

Several schools, including the University of Washington, Northern Illinois, the University of Minnesota, branch campuses of the University of Cincinnati and Ashland College, were closed Monday to mourn student deaths.

Two Ohio schools, Miami University and Ashland College, reopened peacefully. Ohio State University readmitted graduate students Monday and planned to resume undergraduate classes today.

The University of South Carolina announced police would leave the campus' student center, which they had occupied since a student occupation May 7.

WHAT'S HAPPENING

TSC TO DOUBLE SIZE IN FIVE YEARS

TRENTON (UPI) - Trenton State College officials announced a $49-million five-year expansion and building program which will enable the school to double its present 4300 enrollment.

Scheduled for completion in the 1975-1976 academic year, the project calls for construction of new dormitories as well as a $5-million student union.

Campus improvements will include more parking lots, more entrances to the campus and a restriction on motor vehicle traffic to the edges of the campus.

The inner section will be reserved for pedestrians. The college is located in Ewing Town, near here.

DIZZY, CAHILL TO GET RUTGERS DEGREES

NEW BRUNSWICK (UPI) - Jazz trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie and Gov. William T. Cahill will be among 11 persons receiving honorary degrees from Rutgers University at the June 3 commencement exercises.

Nobel laureates Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, and Salvador Luria, the noted geneticist, will receive honorary doctors of law and science, respectively.

Gillespie will be awarded an honorary doctor of music degree and Cahill an honorary doctor of laws.

ROCKY OKS BILL

BANNING ROCK FEASTS

ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI) - Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller approved a bill that could practically ban mass gatherings such as the Woodstock Music and Arts Festival at White Lake last August.

The bill, approved without comment, would require a state Health Department license for all festivals attracting more than 5000 persons.

Assemblyman H. Clark Bell, sponsor of the bill, said strict sanitary and health conditions would have to be met before a permit could be issued.

BY THE SCORES: Scores of students stand around the mall during recent campus strike listening to speakers.

NEWS ANALYSIS

Views Vary in College Hall

Richardson: No Strike At MSC

Administrators have had different things to say about the recent seminars held here at MSC due to the Kent State shootings and the war in Southeast Asia.

President Dr. Thomas H. Richardson said that he has heard some good qualitative remarks about them. Lawton W. Blanton, dean of students, had favorable and unfavorable comments about the seminars. Vincent Calabrese, vice-president of business and finance, said that the seminars "have had no effect on his office" and Dr. Samson McDowell, vice-president of instruction, said that the seminars "have relieved him of his job temporarily."

Richardson, signing diplomas pilled high on his desk, that "he doesn't recognize a student strike at MSC" and that "recent headlines of the MONTCLARION have created an erroneous picture; that of MSC falling apart." He went on to say that the stopping of regularly scheduled classes was unanimously voted on by faculty and students and that everybody had agreed that seminars should be held. "How can a strike exist while everybody agrees?" Richardson questioned.

"Some seminars have been poorly planned and poorly attended and are breaking up," stated Blanton. However, he went on to say that "there have been seminars that have been extremely successful." Blanton explained that the nature of the subject involved will have much to do with whether or not the seminar is to be continued. He was upset about Carnival being canceled, stating: "Carnival shouldn't have been closed, not thru intimidation through colonial.

Calabrese stated that the seminars and present status of MSC "has had no effect at all on next year's budget." He explained that if academic plans were to change, then fiscal plans would also have to change (within budgetary limitations). The only effect the situation has had on business and finance is that "some security and maintenance man have worked some overtime," Calabrese said.

Instead of his regular duties, McDowell stated that his work is now involved in adjusting grievances of students and faculty. "We are moving towards student involvement here at MSC and all over the country," McDowell commented. He went on to say that in time there will be more and more seminar-type classes. "I believe that students should have a say, but not full control of the educational process," McDowell said.

Calabrese stated that the seminars and present status of MSC "has had no effect at all on next year's budget." He explained that if academic plans were to change, then fiscal plans would also have to change (within budgetary limitations). The only effect the situation has had on business and finance is that "some security and maintenance man have worked some overtime," Calabrese said.

Instead of his regular duties, McDowell stated that his work is now involved in adjusting grievances of students and faculty. "We are moving towards student involvement here at MSC and all over the country," McDowell commented. He went on to say that in time there will be more and more seminar-type classes. "I believe that students should have a say, but not full control of the educational process," McDowell said.
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Housing Picture Bleak

By Robert Sater

TRENTON (UPI) - Gov. William T. Cahill plans a series of regional meetings for college students next fall to keep the 2,000 college students negotiating since a threatened strike was averted by a layoff of teachers and when P&HC's appointment of a mediator was coupled with an agreement to continue negotiations until the discovery of a "mutually-agreeable" proposal with the state.

"HE'S MAD: Lone protester demands jail terms for high education board members during last February's teacher talks in Trenton.

Cahill Sets Powwow With Jersey Collegians

The governor, during a meeting with 58 New Jersey college presidents and administrators Tuesday, pledged to bring New Jersey's college youth into the political system, and to keep them there.

He took the occasion to criticize Vice-President Aisen's remarks that some college demonstrators are on a "spring break," saying that those comments did not accurately characterize New Jersey students.

Cahill, a Republican, said: "I don't interpret the activities of the students of my state as being accurately described by the vice-president in his remarks."

They want to radicalize the place.

A few laughed. There was nothing to worry about. Quiet middle-class Montclair State with its "castles in the sand" feeling of safety was nothing to worry about. Quiet negotiations for faculty pay raises was going into "fact finding" following an impasse in salary negotiations for faculty of New Jersey's six state colleges, according to a vice-chancellor of higher education.

Changing that the talks had become "nonnegotiations," the Association of New Jersey State College Faculty (AJSF), the teachers' association, asked state mediators to step in.

A list of names will be submitted to the two parties involved and names will be "scratched" until the final membership of the fact-finding team are agreed upon, explained Murphy. They will then proceed to "find facts," he added.

The AJSF also charged that the state was refusing to negotiate in good faith and was refusing arbitration on salaries.

Negotiations for salaries for New Jersey state college teachers have been continuing since a threatened strike was averted by a layoff of teachers and when PERC's appointment of a mediator was coupled with an agreement to continue negotiations until the discovery of a "mutually-agreeable" proposal with the state.
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Parents Still Hot as College High Nears End

The some resentment from parents still exists, College High School keeps to its scheduled phase-out date of 1973.

"Since the phase-out was approved by the Board of Trustees last spring, there has been very little reaction from parents," said James Cottingham, assistant to Montclair State President Thomas H. Richardson. The board approved the closing in January 1969.

One of the College High parents most closely involved with fighting the phase-out was Carl Berkeley, a Little Falls medical publisher, who feels still that the phase-out was "terrible, unjust and unwarranted." He said: "In view of the fact that colleges in New York are in the process of establishing demonstration high schools right now, it is a step backward in a progressive education."

Richardson spearheaded the movement to shut College High because of mounting costs that could not be met by Montclair State. He has met with Berkeley and other spokesmen to set a phase-out date before making a final decision.

Dr. Anne Castens, education professor and College High director, stated that "the action taken is final." She saw the main concern of CHS's determination of whether he will go on with his education, and not reintroduced when the Legislature reconvened. The future of College High looks bleak. Stated Cottingham: "I have heard of no plans leaning towards the reinstatement of a demonstration high school on the MSC campus."

Find Blacks Make Up Most County Colleges

By Cheryl M. Fields

Special to the Montclairian

WASHINGTON - A two-year study comparing the rates of college attendance of black and white high-school graduates in five U.S. cities has concluded that community colleges have provided the prime access to higher education for black students.

"Were it not for these colleges, the attendance rates for black students would be shockingly low," said Dorothy M. Knoll, author of a newly released report on the project. The study was conducted by the American Association of Junior Colleges and financed by the Ford Foundation. More than 31,000 students were sampled.

At the high schools varied greatly in the percentages of their graduates attending college, the study found that, in all but one city, black students who did attend college were more likely to enroll in the local community college than were white, college-bound students.

For example in Dallas, 36% of the Negro students sampled went to college, with 34% of that number entering Dallas County Junior College. 56% of the whites sampled enrolled in college, but only 17% entered the community college.

In Fort Worth, where 43% of the black graduates sampled went on to college, 51% of them went to Tarrant County Junior College. Only 31% of the white graduates who attend college went to the community college, almost 56% went on to some college.

Similar findings were reported for San Francisco and Philadelphia.

A reversal of the findings in St. Louis — where 29% of the black and 41% of the white college-goers enrolled in the local community college — was thought to reflect the fact that St. Louis has three community college campuses.

Another major finding of the study was that, "while individual characteristics, academic potential and family background are important determinants of college attendance, the data show very clearly that the high school from which the individual graduates, regardless of his race, is also an important factor in the determination of whether he will go on with his education, and where."

Certain predominantly-white high schools which sent most of their graduates on to college, the study said, sent very few to the local community college.

"Black schools with high college-going rates tended, on the other hand, to send a large proportion to the local community college," according to the report. "Certainly the college recruiters might well concentrate on the schools — black and predominantly white — with low college-attendance rates to discover the capable graduates who have yet to meet their first college recruiter."

The report indicated that many very talented black high school graduates were being recruited.

Cops Stay Mum on Normal Ave. Blaze

By Celeste Fasone

Staff Writer

The cause of the fire which destroyed the Normal avenue train station and MSC's hopes for a coffee house has not been determined.

"The incident is by no means a closed matter," said Capt. Charles Cummings of the Montclair police department, supervisor of the investigation.

The building's scorched remains are in the process of being analyzed, he continued, and interviews have been conducted.

"Disclosing information at this time could be detrimental to the investigation," Cummings added.

Bellagamba: Not Many Undergrads.

Bellagamba continued that persons applying for admission to the School of Education are all graduate students. They are admitted, he said, on the basis of a minimum Graduate Record Examination score of 400 each on the verbal and mathematical sections, and a minimum undergraduate average of 2.67. However, with the department's reorganization as a school, each department may eventually evolve its own admission requirements.

Faculty Runs Show Education School Lacks Undergrads' Interest

Lack of student involvement is one of the problems facing the recently-formed School of Education, said Dr. Lawrence Bellagamba, acting dean of the school.

Bellagamba stated that the problem is rooted in the fact that "there is no body of undergraduates specifically identified with the mainly-graduate school."

The school will be composed of eight departments, each with separate chairman. Last spring all-faculty committees were formed to create a governance policy and new department. The eight departments will be governed by two groups: an administrative cabinet and a delegate assembly, composed of two faculty members from each department, two student representatives from each of the three campus education organizations. Student Education Association at Montclair (SEAM), Kappa Delta Pi and Phi Delta Kappa, and one student elected by students of the education department.
The Men that Shaped Montclair Are Leaving Us

By Celeste Fasone
Staff Writer

On the eve of his June retirement, Horace J. Sheppard, education associate professor, paid tribute to two of his retiring colleagues, Harold C. Bohn, English department chairman, and Edgar C. Bye, liberal arts professor. "I am a neophyte compared to them," Bye himself says that he has gone through years of study and reflection, "but here I am."

"Horace Sheppard has come here for some 20 years along with his field studies and has been an extremely close associate of Dr. Bohn since the early days of the college," Bye says. "In my eyes, Horace Sheppard is the most wonderful person I have ever met."

"I don't like the technique of doing things," Bye adds. "I have been a member of Montclair's faculty since 1910. (Bye later went on to the University of Pennsylvania to collect an MA and then to Columbia University."

"We won't feel the culture of the place," he said recalling how we would select a place to take his students. "I never take a group to a place I haven't visited earlier."

"In my classroom, Bye is just as effective. He teaches himself a liberal, but most of his students consider him impartial. "He tells you both sides of the story and the world is in the right place with your eyes." Another added. "He'll give you his opinions only if you ask for them and he makes it clear that they are his own views. That's why most politicians respect him."

MUST OPEN MINDS

Bye himself says that professors have "no right to use their ideas to further their own personal goals. Teachers must serve to open minds.""Diverse Horace Sheppard
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**Since You Asked Me...**

By Barbara Fischer

**Reportage**

**The Cats in the Ivory Tower**

By Don Pendley

Managing Editor

The beauty of being a newsmaker... 

I spent eight months last year as a part-time staff writer in The Herald News in Passaic. And it didn't do wonders for my director. The world was undernourished ego. Important people sort of cowed when they were interviewed by a reporter (on the basis that all we were looking for was dirt, which is basically true), and common people were so thrilled at having their names in the paper that they would have talked about their grandmother's extramarital affair, whether or not they had a grudge against her.

But here at MSC, it's a different ballpark.

**TWO KINDS OF CATS**

There are a few (very few) exceptions, but here there are two types of people to interview... (a) those who are never in, and (b) those who see you, then say a different thing to every reporter, (c) none of the above, (d) all of the above.

The "those who are never in" guys are generally those who inhabit the "behind-the-scenes" (i.e., paperwork) jobs like the department chairman, a secretary in the purchasing department, or any of the department chairmen. These guys can be found only in the office - and they never show up at their offices, because they know they'll find a MARTCION reporter there with a question like, "What happened to that $50,000 surplus in your department's budget?"

And when you call them for an appointment one of his nine secretaries (he needs that many just to keep track of where he is) starts off the conversation something like this:

"Hello?"

"Is Mr. Smith in?"

"Mr. Smith? I'll check, Who's calling?"

"Don Pendley, from the MARTCION."

"Oh...hold on, please."

**ON TO HONG KONG**

One of the most very closely, you'll find out she switched you to Hong Kong. In the meanwhile, her end of the phone heard:

"Mr. Smith... a MARTCION reporter on the phone."

"Tell him I'm on a study tour of Hawaii."

"Hello, Mr. Pendley? Mr. Smith just told me you're on a study tour of Hawaii."

(N.B.: There's only one way to skin this kind of cat - show up at his office with the proper warning and a threat to expose the entire department in the next issue.)

**WHAT YOU WANT TO HEAR**

And now, the other kind of cat. This is the kind that says a different thing to every reporter (or person, for that matter) that he sees. He holds down the "public relations" type-job. Like dean or athletic director, or any VIP position. Each of them carries a special attachment which gives them six sides of their mouth to talk out of, for one each radical fringe on campus.

He usually starts out an interview with:

"Hi, Howerey?"

"I'm Don Pendley from the MARTCION, and..."

"Of course, Dan... How do you feel about the recent student strike?"

"Well, that's a rough question. But tell me... how do you feel about it?"

**Ta-Da! Two points for ambiguity!**

**THE OBVIOUS SOLUTION**

The MARTCION, several months ago, suggested the obvious solution... instead of having many different lies, what would be wrong with having one central liar? (Thank you, Miss Taub?"

But I think even that idea's a little outdated - the lies have become too enmeshed. Now, if you ask a question, they have to consult a chart to find out which lie to tell you. It's all rather fascinating, really.

But, hierarchy of MSC, please don't change. It would take all the beauty out of being a newsmaker...
The Rape of Education

The story of the university in America's days gone by has been largely one of passive noninvolvement. This role has ended for many institutions of higher learning within recent years when colleges stepped into a new set of roles - that of a political activist.

Many academicians are content to see the university as spearheading social reform. But still other scholars view current stakes as having far-reaching implications not only on education but in the future course of this country.

The university's obligation, says one leading college president, is not to protect students from ideas but rather to expose them to ideas and to make them capable of having ideas.

But what Montclair State College has done within recent weeks is commendable only to a that of a political activist. Gone by has been largely one of passive noninvolvement. This role has ended for many liberal left were for the most part responsible for the realities of the world.

Therailroading that was done to accomplish these goals, however, is disgusting. Persons of the administration as to what specifically was gained as a result of this position. We view it as merely a thing back into a corner by what The New York Times labels the "new fascists," who threaten violence and needless destruction of property, it is indeed a shame... but in the future course of this country.

What Montclair State College has done in the past was specifically as a result of this position. We view it as merely a thing back into a corner by what The New York Times labels the "new fascists," who threaten violence and needless destruction of property, it is indeed a shame... but in the future course of this country.

The college administration in the past was always willing to take into consideration the views of the student body overall. What nevertheless happened was the threats of violence voiced by a few radicals that took hold of the campus. It forced the closure of Carnival and led to an air of tension and confusion on the campus.

When the college administration can be backed into a corner by what The New York Times labels the "new fascists," who threaten violence and needless destruction of property, it is indeed a shame... but in the future course of this country.

Goodbye to MSC's Revolutionaryaries

Three revolutionaries are leaving Montclair State College;

They are Dr. Harold C. Bohn, Mr. Edgar C. Bye and Mr. Horace J. Sheppard.

We call them revolutionaries because these men have, in their day, been responsible for challenges "the system" and encouraging, their students to think for themselves.

Our best to these men who reformed Montclair State College.

Montclair Soapbox

Sororities: They Can Be Big and Small, Too

To the Editor:

To a girl on the campus of Montclair State, the big thing seems to being in a sorority. First comes the open house where the girl looks over the sororities and decides which one she would like to join. That is her last chance to make a choice. From that point on, sororities do all the choosing.

There are the teas and coffee hours where the girls screen each other and later comes the vote when the chosen few are allowed the "privilege" of pledging a sorority. I cannot see how so many girls on this campus can allow themselves to be defined by pledging. If I have seen girls get down on the floor on their hands and knees and, "wipe their smiles on the floor," and then get up and have to stand on them. My best friend was physically ill and in bed because of pledging. This came because the sorority she was pledging did not give her enough time to eat and sleep.

I have seen girls convulsed in sobhs because of the harshness of sisters during pledging, yet the fear of being left out makes them get back up and take more "guff" from the sisters. And the finale of all is "hell nite" which describes itself perfectly.

If all the girls here who wanted to pledge would band together against the demeaning effects of pledging, then the sororities would either have to change or become extinct. I cannot see where a sorority gives a person enough to take what one has to offer, in order to get in. I would really like to know if there are others on this campus who agree with me.

Sherry Phil, '72.

My Mother, Harry Sprague

To the Editor:

I awoke one afternoon this past week from a half-hour or more nap taken involuntarily in Sprague library on campus and shook my jelly-rolled jaws out of the air conditioner. I was told neither a reporter nor a photographer had accosted me.

After realizing what had happened I asked someone behind the counter to please turn off the heat, or open the windows or turn on the air conditioning. I was told neither a reporter nor a photographer had accosted me.

If all the girls here who wanted to pledge would band together against the demeaning effects of pledging, then the sororities would either have to change or become extinct. I cannot see where a sorority gives a person enough to take what one has to offer, in order to get in. I would really like to know if there are others on this campus who agree with me.

Sherry Phil, '72.

Not Here

To the Editor:

I am opposed to the recent proposal to make a Montclair State security guard an auxiliary town policeman. This could possibly aid in off-campus traffic control, but could also give him the authority to investigate and make arrests on campus.

An academic community is no place for police or suspicions resulting from police on campus.

Robert Inkeles, '72.

MiniReview

Country Editor's Boy, by Hal Borland. Lippincott, $5.95.

Country Editor's Boy is a gentle narrative of discovery, humor and challenge. The author, a novelist and newspaper editor of his youth in the days of the vanishing western frontier - of his father, editor of a small-town Colorado newspaper, of his discovery and love of nature, and of the challenges confronting the residents of a small town in its early growing days. This book has something for every reader - but more important it documents in a most delightful and readable manner, a vanished time of America. In the author's words, he tells the story of "a culture just emerging from frontier limitations." The book is an endlessly amusing, entertaining and thoroughly educational work.

Beg pardon

The last edition of the "MONTCLARION" which was in error, according to a spokesman for BOSS, the Black Students Organization. The headline read: "SGA Gives Class of '71 an A+". The spokesman stated that not all talks on the campus are members of BOSS and the headline is not attributable for the situation. The MONTCLARION regrets the error.
Montclarion Soapbox—Early Retirement
To the Editor:
Please include in your next issue a note to the effect that in some fashion totally unremarked, I was prematurely retired by your reporter.

During my interview, I spoke of my retirement from the college in 1971, with the hope that someone would be found to replace me of the burden of duties of the vice-president for instruction this year. Such a searching is going forward, and it is quite possible I shall be replaced at any time.

Meanwhile, I shall attempt to watch over the institutional pattern at Montclair, and hopefully, I will spend my last year here in the laboratory.

At any rate, I do appreciate the nice editorial concern regarding my retirement.

Samson McDowell
vice-president for instruction.

Editor's Note: According to a statement from President Thomas H. Richardson dated May 18, Dr. Walter Heilbronner of the State University of New York at Cortland has been appointed the new vice-president for instruction.

Close to Home
To the Editor:
I am quite impressed with a number of workshops and discussions which have been taking place. I am sure they are most informative, relevant and beneficial to all those who take part. Please excuse me, because

Kenneth Traynor
This is the beginning for Montclair. We have opened our eyes to the problems of the world and the community. Now is the time to develop a pattern at Montclair, and emotional intimidation screams at Montclair, and pedagogs by a feeling called "emotion." But, we must agree that the greater teachers of our time and the greatest literary works of the age are designed and created solely to intimidate the work of the age.

Peter Meister, '71
You Know the Type
To the Editor:
I'm sorry to say, that I will not be with you.

The casualty figures of two weeks ago, those oh so accurate and never-tampered-with numbers, have taken on an extremely personal dimension and have struck a little too close to home, for I had to interrupt my "educational process" to bury my cousin.

Pat Meister, '71

More Than Half Don't Show Up in California Draft Call
By Duston Harvey
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) — When a draft board in northern California orders a young man to report for induction, the odds are two to one against his ending up in an army uniform.

More than half don't even show up among those who do report refuse to serve.

By the time the army eliminates its share during reexamination of the potential draftees, only 35% of those sent notices actually go into service.

The Oakland Induction center, which processes draftees for all of northern California and a portion of Nevada, reported during the weekend on its operations for the six months ending March 31.

In that period, 4463 men were sent notices of induction; only 2083 reported when ordered; 219 of them refused induction; 300 more were rejected by the army; and 1554 finally were taken into the service.

LEGITIMATE REASONS
Neither the army nor the Selective Service system knows how many of the 2380 men who didn't show up at all had legitimate reasons and how many were draft-dodgers.

Officers at the induction center, who said they were only guessing, estimate from zero to 50% were delinquents. State and regional Selective Service officials, who also had no exact figures, generalized both "no great percentage" and "many."

U.S. Atty. James L. Browning said that during 1969, 822 or those reporting in Oakland refused induction—the highest number of any center in the country. He said nationally there were only 2140 refusals out of 284,924 men ordered to report.

The Defense Department said 785 men were convicted of draft-dodging throughout the nation in 1968, the last year for which figures have been tabulated.

LAGGING BEHIND
The total compared with 4609 in 1944— the high year for World War II—and 425 in 1954—which was the high for the Korean war as convictions lagged about two years behind violations. Since the expansion of the Vietnam war, convictions totaled 242 in 1965, 373 in 1966 and 748 in 1967.

The draft refusers face up to five years in federal prison and a $10,000 fine. But the average sentence in California has been 38 months in a penitentiary with the sentences usually somewhat lighter in the San Francisco Bay area than elsewhere in the state.
THE NEW AMERICAN WOMAN
Female administrators tell tale of determination

By Kathy Kayne
Staff Reporter

Constance Waller
Feminist not militant

"Women are definitely discriminated against for job opportunities," said Dr. Constance Waller, assistant director of students and coordinator of counseling at MSC. Women are discriminated against in medicine and law as well as other fields, and education is no exception.

Dr. Waller's opinion is that women must over qualify and excel in experience and educational background to make any type of advancement. "This has been true of most colleges that I have worked for, and Montclair is no different," Dr. Waller added. There are no vice-provosts or deans at MSC who are women.

"A woman should remain a woman and not become a pseudoman. She must not become masculine to achieve her goal," stated Dr. Frazee. A woman must carry her share of the load and a bit more.

"A woman should remain a woman and not become a pseudoman. She must not become masculine to achieve her goal," stated Dr. Frazee.

Dr. Waller, associate professor of education and career counselor, is now completing her 24th year at MSC. She feels that a woman should hold the proper credentials, work very hard, and not become discouraged when a man moves ahead more rapidly. "I feel, however, that if there were two candidates, male and female, both equal in education is no exception.

Marie Frazee
It's a man's world

"It's a man's world, and for a professional woman it is both interesting and challenging to be a part of this world." This is Dr. Marie Frazee's opinion about being a professional woman.

Dr. Frazee, associate professor of education and career counselor, is now completing her 24th year at MSC. She feels that a woman should hold the proper credentials, work very hard, and not become discouraged when a man moves ahead more rapidly. "I feel, however, that if there were two candidates, male and female, both equal in education is no exception.

Loretta Miller
Devoted to duty

"Some people have hobbies - my hobby is my job," remarked attractive and smartly-dressed Mrs. Loretta Miller, academic counselor at MSC. Her job is her avocation. However Mrs. Miller feels that women are not granted equal opportunities to rise in an administrative structure.

Mrs. Miller remarked that her family comes first, but they accept the fact that she works. "There is more to me than my family," said Mrs. Miller. "I feel that my job fulfills this need," she added. Smilingly Mrs. Miller commented that women add color to an all male organization and she enjoys working with men.

For the femmes: Equality through 4 years

By Dick West
United Press International

Rep. Jonathan Bingham (D-N.Y.) made a pitch for the new feminist vote the other day by proposing a demaritalized courtesy title for women.

Many women, he noted, resent being called Mrs. or Miss because these forms of address reveal their marital status, which they might not necessarily care to have known.

His solution to the problem would be to address all women as "Ms." pronounce "miz," thus giving them equality with men, who are call by the all-pro fullback, who happens to be sti

There is, alas, nothing in that talk that she is the wife of "Bruiser" Hotchkiss, a man who happens to be sti

So, you, ring build along of yourself, become a victim of the contraction of "mistress" to "mistress".

MONTCLARION MAGAZINE / May 1970.
Feminists struggle to get reclassified

By Celeste Fasone
Staff Writer

Women’s liberation has taken its struggle to court, to obtain a federal ruling to bar segregation in newspaper help wanted ads. Nationwide, local and regional groups are banning together to change social attitudes towards females and to liquidate the stereotyped concepts of the fairer sex.

These groups draw membership from teenagers to grandparents who sponsor activities and teach-ins on the meaning and importance of the liberation movement. Groups such as Sisters of Lillith, the Gallstone, Sisters All Learning Together (SALT), Women’s International Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell (WITCH), Radical Feminists, Redstockings and Midra Women communicate regularly with one another.

STARTED SMALL
Among the best known is the National Organization of Women (NOW). Like the other revolutionary groups, NOW started as a small group of concerned females and grew. Unlike the other groups, however, this organization claims a constitution, board members and 35 chapters.

The groups may differ in ideology and procedure all agree on the necessity for changing the role of the female and mobilizing aid from 51% of the American population — that is, all members of the “weaker sex.”

Their attempts to beat the system that limits them manifests itself in such projects as day-care centers and campaigns from job equality. Besides publishing magazines and newsletters the groups write songs, sponsor plays, and wear buttons proclaiming “Uppity Women Unite.”

American liberation: Red, white and you

By Russ Layne
Staff Writer

One of the prominent aspects of the revolution in America is women’s liberation. The feminist movement, or this writer’s observation of it, is slowly but surely gaining momentum. Certainly, this observation was not made here at Montclair State where the girls seem quite satisfied with in loco parentis, limited visitation hours and having to be signed in by the men in Webster and Stone halls.

However, if we bother to examine what the word liberation means, we’d find that in just this country alone the male needs as much help as the female. It is truly unfortunate for the woman that America has a society dominated by male animals. But the cycle is vicious. Liberation means “to free.” Therefore it is assumed that women are enslaved by men. How so? Simply because they want to be. And the American male? The state of this country is living proof that men are slaves to their own weak minds.

To be free is to have developed a self-concept that is accessible to change. To be free means that men are slaves to their own weak minds.

Equality thru abbreviations

FORSEES NASTY SITUATION
In fact, I can foresee a variety of rather nasty situations arising from it. Particularly at cocktail parties.

Let us say you a bachelor are floating with the tide around the buffet table and you chance to encounter a stunning blonde who picks up where she’s left off. She is introduced as Ms. Hotchkiss.

There is, also, nothing in that title to indicate that she is the wife of “Bruiser” Hotchkiss, all pro fullback, who happens to be standing over by spiced shrimp and who is watching all of this with narrowing eyes.

So, your best bet along shrimplike lines yourself, become a victim of the communications gap.

What is missed, in my judgment, is not a further continuation of “mistress” to remove any matrimonial distinction, but rather an expanded list of female courtesy titles.

Along with retaining Miss and Mrs. I would like to see Dv. pronounced “diz” adopted as a form of address. Should you then be introduced to a Dv. Hotchkiss, you would know immediately that she was a divorcee.

Another courtesy title that could be useful is Wd. pronounced “Whiz.” Anytime you met a Wd. Hotchkiss, you would know immediately that she was a widow.

To these forms of address I would add Fn. pronounced “fizz,” which is a contracted form of “fiancee” and which means that Fn. Hotchkiss already is engaged.

Finally, I would make the title “Mrs.” adjustable so that it could appear as “Mrs., Mrs., or Miss.” Those extra esses would tell you the number of times Mrs. Hotchkiss had previously been married.
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FALSE CONSCIOUSNESS:

By Jennifer Gardner
Special to the Montclarion

That people are unaware of the oppression of women is a serious problem, but one that will be resolved as the movement grows and makes its presence felt. The problem of false consciousness is harder to solve.

Of all the wrong theories about oppression, the most confusing and insidious is the theory that women oppress themselves. This false consciousness takes two forms.

First, women are put down for submitting to unequal, disrespectful treatment without fighting back. Second, they are accused of behaving in such a weak, passive-dependent way with men that men cannot possibly treat them as equals.

The first form is most common among women who feel that they have tried to be strong and independent, who look around them and notice that other women appear perfectly satisfied being weak and dependent. These other women seem to have made a conscious and ignoble bargain with life, sacrificing their dignity in return for protection and keep.

For many women, marriage means even more than the opportunity to avoid being single. It is also the only way out of a low-paid work. Means even more than the opportunity to avoid being single. It is also the only way out of a low-paid work. Partial and phony as it is, it is the only way for me as a woman to become much greater. I was constantly reminded that physics was a man's domain and in order to earn equality and respect for my work, I would have to give up my "feminine privileges." What it meant was that I had to carry my own equipment and open doors for myself.

PURSUED INTEREST

Despite the discouragement I had received, I continued to study. I kept pursuing my interest in science partly to prove that I again found enjoyment in science.

The second form of this false consciousness is the theory that men benefit in real ways — is to blame any women who do not view the men as oppressors. The theory denies a basic reality — that the positions and pressures that I received as a woman were not serious enough and that we had to prove ourselves. In many science courses the requirements for women were much higher than for men. I later switched my major to physical and the pressures on me as a woman became much greater. I was constantly reminded that physics was a man's domain and in order to earn equality and respect for my work, I would have to give up my "feminine privileges." What it meant was that I had to carry my own equipment and open doors for myself.

Raising consciousness — and the roof

Their first group action occurred last year when the Redstockings picketed the absorption hearings in New York. Since then they have become one of the largest women's liberation movements in the country.

PREPARE LITERATURE

One function of the Redstockings is to prepare literature for the women's liberation convention and for the general public. Under aliases, they published "The Politics of "Free Love," "The Politics of Housework," and "A Woman Scientist Speaks." (See article above.)

Feminist reject 'natural inferiority'

The Redstockings' main goals are to get as many women as possible into the movement and to change existing social attitudes toward women both in our society and throughout the world. "Women," they claim, "need more and better job opportunities, job equality, and day care centers.

"We see the key to our liberation in our collective wisdom and our collective strength. Isolated women are free, no woman will be free."
How to immortalize a Jewish mom

By William Clark Flipp

NEW YORK — The world is bent on immortalizing Jewish mothers. Without them Philip Roth would have had a helluva time filling up a volume. And the Marx brothers would never have been.

There's something special about Jewish mothers. (I know, I have one.) You really can't pinpoint what makes them shine over Irish moms. But "Minnie's Boys" (1961) did a pretty good job at it. And the 19th-century New York-ghetto Jewish mother would know what the boys ever really wanted was to be made to feel as if they were in for a world of tortures. Their eventual destruction is engineered by their...
Putting SGA On the Map

When Thomas Benitz officially takes office as SGA president June 1, he'll be a man without a legislature. Because of the recent activity on campus, SGA legislative elections are awaiting a September date.

In fact, Benitz says the SGA really can't do much now and the bulk of work will start the beginning of next semester — and he's expecting a backlog to build up.

What will the new administration be like? Benitz thinks that getting involved in state and national issues would be beneficial, he thinks that MSC's SGA would be put on the map if it would take more stands on key issues confronting students.

He views the strike resolution as a start, though he disagreed with it for the most part.

Cripps is Leaving

A couple of key SGA voices are leaving the scene. One of these men is Frank Cripps, who we often refer to as part of "the machine."

Cripps, however, has singlehandedly been responsible for many SGA reforms — from constitution changes to money matters. One legislator recently remarked about Cripps: "He worked hard and made the SGA always see the light of day."

Cripps worked with the SGA under four presidents and has served as a man-behind-the-scenes, always willing to give his time to many of its numerous projects. He's graduating and there's a law career in front of him. We'll miss him.

Pratt's Plan: 4-1-4

Dr. Samuel Pratt is reportedly considering the idea of adopting the 4-1-4 semester system for the college. The system gives students four months of regular classroom attendance, then one month of independent study, and then another four months of classes. He will have to do some persuading to the faculty if he really wants 4-1-4 OK'd.

You own the sun

Child of Aquarius. Sun worshiper...

Coppertone takes you back to nature with a deeper, darker, richer tan... faster. And there's a Coppertone tan that's just naturally right for you. Eleven fabulous blends. Make Coppertone a part of your bag...beach bag, that is.

P.S./For a totally different sun experience try new Coppertone Tanning Butter (cocoa butter and coconut oil). Wild!
Athletic Watchdogs Say No Go on Sport Split

By Richard De Santa
Staff Writer

A month's worth of the physical education and athletic departments with certain structural changes is the recommendation of the athletic study committee to President Thomas Richardson and the faculty coordinating committee.

The athletic study committee was formed in October to study the relationship between and alleged separation of the physical education department and the athletic program at MSC.

According to Dr. Morris G. McGee, English associate professor and committee chairman, "It would be impractical to try to accommodate a school of 5000 students with staff when the student body only numbered 1800," he added.

The recommendations have received some criticism from members of the physical education department. William P. Dioguardi, director of physical education, said that "The committee recommendation clearly indicates that the athletic director and physical education department chairman are to be separate entities of equal status. The addition of three new administrative posts doesn't seem to be financially feasible at this time.

Dr. Richard W. Tews, physical education department chairman, feels that the situation is the same as it had been, noting that the recommendations are still subject to review by the faculty coordinating committee. However, he added that he does not consider it the prerogative of any committee to propose structural policies for a school other than its own.

William Dioguardi

He's Got a 3-Point Plan to Become No. 1

By Michael Taylor
Staff Writer

Montclair State College needs more athletic play areas or improvement of the existing ones, declared William Dioguardi, MSC athletic director.

Dioguardi, sun-tanned from a recent trip to Miami, sat in his office in the rear of Panzer gym. As he spoke, he was silhouetted against a large window with many trophies on the windowsill.

"I recognize the growing need for additional recreational and intramural play areas," Dioguardi said. However, he went on to say that additional space is completely unavailable. "It made a helicoper survey of the entire campus and cannot locate areas that can be converted into recreational areas," he said.

At present, the four play areas at MSC are Sprague field, the baseball diamond, the tennis courts, and the field in front of Stone Hall, soon to be used for the math/science building.

Dioguardi related that students do not get enough play hours from these fields because of rain and darkness.

However, Dioguardi is offering a three-point program that can improve play areas. One is to buy a permanent type of surface for the tennis courts.

Dioguardi said that MSC athletic facilities have been improved somewhat by lighting Sprague field with 96 lights and also by purchasing a portable track for $7,600. But then he pointed to a poster of Vince Lombardi and repeated the caption: "You've got to pay the price to be number one."

C-E-N-T-R-E-X: Direct Dorm Dialing

By Celeste Passone
Staff Writer

MSC's dorm students will soon be able to contract for telephone services, thanks to the campuseside installation of the Centrex telephone system.

All final policy on charges to the students will be expected to pay has not yet been decided, Mr. Jerome Quinn, MSC facilities director speculated that students will be responsible for monthly service charges as well as toll call expense.

The Centrex system according to Quinn, will convert the existing campus switchboard system into a private line arrangement for each of the two dormitories, faculty member and student organization.

Each private line will operate as a private home phone and will have a separate number that will have to be dialed directly.

A general information number will also be available on campus to release private numbers.

Quinn stated that the conversion to the Centrex system resulted from an agreement between the telephone company and state institutions.

The present switchboard system is ineffective because additional extensions are not allowed for," stated Quinn.

The personnel director spoke emphatically of the definite advantage of the new system. "As the campus expands," he said, "there will be no need for funneling all calls thru a switchboard," he added.

The control room from which the entire system is operated will have already been completed and the system is expected to go into operation in September.

A slide show is being planned to acquaint MSC with the new telephone system.

William Dioguardi
3-Points

Sprague field, such as poly-turf, which would increase play hours. The second is to put in a modified lighting system on the upper athletic field, which would draw power from the generator near Sprague field. The third is to light the tennis courts.

Dioguardi said that the current situation is the same as it had been, noting that the recommendations are still subject to review by the faculty coordinating committee. However, he added that he does not consider it the prerogative of any committee to propose structural policies for a school other than its own.
By Patricia M. Lust

Partridge Hall's unusual architecture prompted a freshman home economics major to comment, "the theme song for the building may be Simon and Garfunkel's 'So Long, Frank Lloyd Wright.'"

Opinions of students and faculty members on the new home for the School of Humanities ranged from, "It's functional" to 'It's square,' as the building officially opened last month.

Mr. Robert Softer, French and German assistant professor, whose office is in the building, remarked: "My particular office has a view, but there's no privacy. From the outside it looks like Hitler's Third Reich style of architecture -- a combination of the garage at Fort Authority and a warehouse in Hoboken. But I'm not ungrateful."

In the opinion of Russian assistant professor Ernest Shore: "After the period of adjustment is over, these offices will be a credit to the college. The students will be much better served by this building." Dr. George Brantl, philosophy department chairman, commented that his first impressions were very positive. "It's wonderful," he exclaimed, "but you can't really judge a building until you've lived in it."

Admittedly impatient, Dr. Morris McGee, English associate professor, said: "The coming of Partridge Hall can be compared to a famous railroad in this area, the DL&W -- delay, linger and wait. "But," he chuckled, "I'm happy to be here. I didn't think I'd live to see it in my time." Similarly, Mr. William Dell, poet and English assistant professor, remarked: "I've been looking forward to having my own office after having been at MSC for eight years." Surveying his view of the quarry and the New York City skyline he exclaimed: "It's a vast improvement."

MSC President Thomas H. Richardson was also not without comment. "I think it is going to be very useful and functional building," he said. "It will solve a lot of faculty office problems, and it's a good solid classroom building."

Marcotulli Leaves For Upsala Post

By Robert Watson

Richard J. Marcotulli's resignation will become effective at the end of this semester despite the efforts of about 400 students to prevent his leaving. Marcotulli is an assistant professor.

The 24-year old Marcotulli, who has taught at MSC for two years, has accepted a position in the economics department of Upsala College. In a recent interview, Marcotulli, who had been informed in February that he would probably not be rehired, declared, "but (the petition) was shown to Marcotulli. It requestinging his reappointment. It was also without comment. "I think it is going to be very useful and functional building," he said. "It will solve a lot of faculty office problems, and it's a good solid classroom building."

After Dept. Row...

Marcotulli: Going to Upsala.

By Celeste Fasone

"I will be able to teach more advanced economics courses now," Marcotulli concluded, commenting on his new appointment. "Upsala's economics department is well-established, whereas the department here is relatively new," whereas the department here is relatively new.

SPU Bows Out Here

The Student Peace Union has voted itself out of existence. Dr. Ronald F. Haas, associate professor of education, said: "There comes a time when efforts thru argumentation alone seems futile. The SPU tried to make students aware of the pressing intellectual issues, but the response to the concern for human dignity and life has been very poor.

The SPU was started in 1965. Haas was the advisor to SPU.

The Women Behind MSC's Biggies

By Celeste Fasone

Behind every great man there is a woman. And behind Dean Lawton W. Blanton, Student Activities Director Jon McKnight, and the executive SGA officers, stand their secretaries -- Mrs. Elizabeth Briner, Miss Patricia Marcell and Mrs. Janet Young. All of them agree that their secretarial work is pleasingly demanding. Mrs. Briner has served as Blanton's secretary for five years and considers her job more of an advocacy than a vocation. "The person I replaced told me no two days would ever be the same," she said, and insisted that "no truer words were ever spoken."

In the informal confines of the student activities office, Miss Marcell smiled and said: "I wouldn't trade Mr. McKnight for anyone on campus." She added that "he shows concern for me as a person, not only as his secretary.

In the similar informality of the SGA office, Mrs. Young claimed she worked "in the best office on campus." Entering her sixth round of SGA presidency, Mrs. Young labeled each new takeover "a pleasant adjustment." Concerned with this job are the problems of the students, she said, "which we try to solve."

The wide-eyed Miss Marcell spoke enthusiastically of the theater trips MSC plans yearly and snickering she said, "I get to go on these trips too.

Similar demands are asked of the SGA secretary and between handling receipts for payments and making reservations for student groups.

Mr. Briner who lives in Montclair is the mother of two and recently became a grandmother. She thinks her position is the perfect balance for a housewife. Her boss insists that she is "the best secretary on campus."

The popular Miss Marcell, who hikes from Clifton, enjoys skiing at Hunter Mountain during the winter and stated in a burst of enthusiasm she was taking up golf and tennis this summer. The vivacious secretary plans to become engrossed in the near future and hopes to visit Puerto Rico and become engaged in the near future. Miss Marcell hopes to get her degree in psychology in the future.
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RESOURCE CENTER ON DRUG ABUSE SET HERE
Montclair State College has established an educational foundation to help combat drug abuse on campuses and in communities. The foundation is the latest in a series of community service programs being developed by the college's new Community Services Division. It will be administered jointly by Dr. John G. Redd and Dr. Harry H. Hoitma, faculty members of the Psychology Department.

The foundation's program will expand existing offerings and provide in-service courses with college credit for teachers and adult education courses in local communities.

The foundation will also develop a variety of curriculum materials and offer research programs to help schools and assess current problems.

BUCHNER NOW FULL-TIME WITH OVERBOOK PROJECT
Dr. Leonard J. Buchner has resigned as coordinator of the Montclair State College Essex county Overbrook Hospital affiliation in order to devote fulltime to his duties as psychological services director at the college. He has coordinated the pioneer program since it was established in 1968.

Students and faculty in the art, music, and home economics departments have worked with hospital personnel in programs both at the hospital and on campus. A new major in music therapy, currently being developed at the college, will emphasize the kind of field experience the college-hospital affiliation offers. Buchner also hopes that a new major in social work may be developed, making use of the affiliation and others like it.

In addition to special programs, many Montclair State students have participated in Overbrook's college companion program, paying regular visits to patients throughout the year. Buchner is presently working on an evaluation studying the effect of this program on the patients.
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The foundation's program will expand existing offerings and provide in-service courses with college credit for teachers and adult education courses in local communities.

The foundation will also develop a variety of curriculum materials and offer research programs to help schools and assess current problems.

FOR THE COACH
The members of his team have said that many times during the season they go out in a meet and perform, not for themselves, but for their coach. When they are asked why they work so hard, the answer is that Terry Orlick gives them that incentive.
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Nemitz the Austrian Shows How It’s Done

Austrian exchange student, Klaus Nemitz, became the New Jersey State College conference singles champion last Friday in a tournament held at Montclair State College’s tennis courts. Teammate Dan Sullivan, a member of this year’s team conference champs, took second in the tourney.

The Indians, who were undefeated, 4-0, in the conference posted a 7-5 overall record and captured the NJSC team title.

"The difference to the team was Klaus Nemitz," stated tennis coach Henry Schmidt. Nemitz finished 9-2 overall, 3-0 in the conference.

Sullivan, who played in the number two spot this year, finished his fourth varsity year with a record of 11 wins and one loss. According to their coach, Sullivan and Nemitz are certain for all-conference spots. "They’re the two most outstanding players in the Jersey conference," declared Schmidt.

The team’s find performance this year was a turnaround from last year’s 3-10 record. "Essentially the team was the same except for Nemitz and Walter Klein. But the team was more dedicated and had more interest this year," commented Schmidt.

Their first loss of the season came in their third match of the campaign against FDU, 9-0. After the shutout the Indians went on a rampage and shutout three teams, Jersey City State, St. Peter’s and Newark State. MSC posted their fourth shutout of the season, 9-0, against Monmouth College later in the season.

Their final match of the year was against Trenton State in a do-or-die match. The win, a close 5-4 decision, gave TSC its second loss of the season and MSC its conference title.

"I’m sure only Klein will return to the varsity. For Schmidt 1971 will be a rebuilding year, but the JV’s have good material and ended the season at 10-1. Schmidt feels that the fall intramural tennis program will give an indication of the material we’ll have for next year."

Injuns Put Their Way to 5th Victory

For the fifth time in eight years, Coach Jerry De Rosa’s golf team has won the New Jersey State Conference for Montclair State College. The team finished with a record of 9-1, a far cry from last year’s 3-9 final standing. Their only loss was to Seton Hall, 3-4, in a match that had seven individual matches instead of the usual six.

Teammates Rich Gerber, Bill Asdal and Bernie Schultz picked up some individual awards at the end of the season.

Gerber, an accurate driver and good on short iron shots, won the New Jersey State College Conference Individual Golf Championship with a 75. The junior shot a 36 in the first round and a 39 in the second to win the tourney.

Asdal, a freshman with great promise, tied for seventh with an 83. Starting in the second spot for the team, Asdal is a good middle iron player who finished 82 this season.

Schultz hit a 72 in the MGA Intercollegiate Championship for a second place individual title. The Indians came in third in the tourney, which was held May 14 at Harrison, N.Y. with a 333.3 strokes behind the first place team. Schultz, a senior, finished the season with a 5-3-1. Lou Tuccillo and Joe Venti lead the Indians.

"I dig the sport," states Sullivan. It is evident that he feels tennis is a swinging sport and judging from his success on and off the court, he is not likely to stop—swinging that is.

THIS MAN’S GOT A RACKET: And Dan Sullivan’s used it to become number one man on the tennis team for several years. Sullivan was selected to appear in the 1969-70 edition of Outstanding College Athletes of America.

This year Sullivan had to move down to second position on the team due to the eligibility of exchange student Klaus Nemitz, Austria’s one-year gift to MSC.

"This year the team looks very strong," boasted Sullivan. "The team opened the season with an impressive win over Seton Hall University. Sullivan contributed two of the points of the match. He won his singles match and later he combined with Nemitz to win the doubles match between the two teams.

"I dig the sport," states Sullivan. It is evident that he feels tennis is a swinging sport and judging from his success on and off the court, he is not likely to stop—swinging that is.

Outstanding College Athletes of America.

By Richard Davison
Sports Writer

To be fast and alive or to be fast and dead was the question that Dan Sullivan, Montclair State College tennis player, had to answer at the tender age of 13. He had to decide whether to play high school football or to quit.

"I was a very fast running back in the junior high," grinned Sullivan, "but I was not big enough to play high school ball."

Sullivan was the leading ground-gainer in the midget football league and has very quick reflexes. "I was not big enough when I entered high school," stated Sullivan. "The boys turned into monsters and I was still a little kid," he added.

Sullivan had to decide on something more gentle so he decided to try the sport of tennis. "It was the hardest sport for me to learn," he explained. "That made me work harder at it."

During the summer of 1963, Sullivan made up his mind to be the best at this new-found sport. "I worked four hours every day," laughed Sullivan.

"and as a freshman I played doubles." As a Nutley High School sophomore he became the second best man on the team. To be second was not good enough for him. Sullivan came back the next year and became the number one man on the team. "I won nearly all my matches," stated Sullivan.

As a senior in high school, Sullivan began to see improvement. He was a finalist in the Essex County Coaching Association tournament and he won the Essex county under-18 tournament. But that was not the end. Sullivan became the Nutley Tennis Club’s junior men’s singles champion that same year.

When Sullivan came to Montclair State College, he broke into the varsity lineup with no trouble at all. He became the first man on the team and for the last three years has held that position. As a varsity player he has compiled a record of 25 wins while suffering only 8 defeats. And for three years, he has been chosen for the New Jersey State College Conference All-Star team. During the 1960-70 season
24-0 Victory for ’69ers

A 24-0 victory for the 1969 varsity football team over last year's freshmen, transfers and nonparticipating candidates climaxied the fall football spring training last Friday night.

With a 6.0 score at halftime, Guy Bonanno made the first touchdown, followed by Bob Brewe's 39-yard field goal. Glen Achorhauser brought the score to 10-0 with a 3-yard run, and Rollie Kascher's 20-yard catch finalized the score.

In addition to the game, special ceremonies were held at halftime to honor 30 men who have been assistant football coaches at MSC over the years.

The Indian's four head coaches, Al Coder, 1946-56; Ray Yagellio, 1957-59; Jerry Edwards, 1960-65; and Hank Ferris, 1966-68; were also invited to attend.

Assistant coaches invited to attend and take part in the ceremonies were Frank Accocoello, Bob Benson, Dave Brower, Bob Bornstein, Dick Butterfield, Howie Franchino, Jack Harrington, Lou Kirshner, Bruce Lackey, Tom Longo, Lee Maisky, Ken Mcia, Fred Mueller, Charlie Roche, Ron Row, Stan Tekulve, Billers, Stan Werk, Ron...Filippo, Art Smith, Jack.

AND THIS IS PRACTICE: The 1969 Varsity team rolls over their sparse competition during spring training last weekend.

Stephens, Tom Testa, Jackie Tighe, and Alex Trento.

In the May 2 basketball game at Panzer gym, the Ineligibles took the championship by beating the Black Barons, 42-35.

John Vaughn was voted the most valuable player in the tournament and the top player on the on that select squad by Richie Bowen of the Undertakers, Al Thompson and Marv Byers from the Black Barons.

The Barons never got close down to 2, but they just couldn't three big men John Durham, Cal Blue, and Darrell Stephens. Vaughn added 13 points and Durham for the Ineligibles.

Star guard Steve Stawks contributed 16 points to no star and sharp-shooting Syd Haynes came in to shoot three straight jumpers in an attempt to spark the Black Barons but they couldn't catch fire.

There was a twin bill scheduled for April 29, and the scene was Panzer gym no. 6. In the first game the Ineligibles took a hard fought victory from the Royals 59-47 in overtime. The Royals went into the locker room with a one point lead, 24-23.

The 42-35 victory for the 1969 varsity football team over last year's freshmen, transfers and nonparticipating candidates climaxied the fall football spring training last Friday night.

With a 6.0 score at halftime, Guy Bonanno made the first touchdown, followed by Bob Brewe's 39-yard field goal. Glen Achorhauser brought the score to 10-0 with a 3-yard run, and Rollie Kascher's 20-yard catch finalized the score.
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There was a twin bill scheduled for April 29, and the scene was Panzer gym no. 6. In the first game the Ineligibles took a hard fought victory from the Royals 59-47 in overtime. The Royals went into the locker room with a one point lead, 24-23.

At the end of the second half the teams were at a deadlock 47-47, producing a five-minute overtime period. In this period it was all the Ineligibles. They outscored the Royals 13-5 to take the victory.

Curt Dixon came thru with 4 vital points in this extra period that sent his team into Saturday's championship game. He ended 47-47, producing a five-minute overtime period. In this period it was all the Ineligibles. They outscored the Royals 13-5 to take the victory.

Curt Dixon came thru with 4 vital points in this extra period that sent his team into Saturday's championship game. He ended 47-47, producing a five-minute overtime period. In this period it was all the Ineligibles. They outscored the Royals 13-5 to take the victory.

Curt Dixon came thru with 4 vital points in this extra period that sent his team into Saturday's championship game. He ended 47-47, producing a five-minute overtime period. In this period it was all the Ineligibles. They outscored the Royals 13-5 to take the victory.
Dreams of Peace, Africa and Midsummer Nites

FORSOOTH AND ALL THAT SHAKESPEARIAN DIALOG: Tony Giarmo as King Oberon and Sue Bey as Titania exchange angered glances in the Players performance of "Midsummer Night's Dream."

THE PEACE OF CHRIST BE WITH YOU: Father Davis, Catholic chaplain, offers communion to students during an impromptu mass for peace at the MSC strike.

THIS IS MY HERITAGE: Betty Jean Smith models African garb at the Wantu-Wazuri (Beautiful People) from Mavis, Newark.


AMERICA, WHERE ARE YOU NOW?: Wendy Simon, draped in the American flag, reads the words of Steppenwolf's "The Monster" in a guerrilla theater experiment.

THE PEACE OF CHRIST BE WITH YOU: Father Davis, Catholic chaplain, offers communion to students during an impromptu mass for peace at the MSC strike.